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Available After December 1st!
Diary Of A Magician’s Wife
By Geraldine Conrad Larsen

Stevens Magic Publishing is proud to be able to
reprint a classic that will resonate with magician's and
their families... Illustrated by Tom Lawless. The Diary
of a Magician's Wife is a one-year diary of living with
a magician.
“DON’T MARRY A MAGICIAN,” advised the
mother of Geraldine Larsen. “They are always up to
tricks!” But marry she did, despite maternal advice.
The mother of the famous brothers who started the
Magic Castle—Milt and Bill Larsen, grew up with a
father, Bill Larsen, Sr., who was a lawyer and an
amateur magician. When Geraldine took up the art,
Shown above is the
it is no wonder that magic was in their blood!
original book cover.
Geraldine was not only a magician’s wife, but also a
puppeteer of note, a writer of magic, and the only lady editor of a magazine
devoted wholly to the art of magic. Her publication, “GENII,” is still alive and well
today and has subscribers all over the world. She was charming and clever as both
a magician and entertainer. Stuart Robson, stage manager for the Ziegfeld follies,
said “If he [Ziegfeld] was living, he would recognize her charm and glorify her act
in the Follies!” As dexterous as she was petite, Geraldine was magic’s First Lady at
that time. She titled herself Mrs. Lotta Hocus in this book.
The “affect” of magical effects upon the peace and harmony of the household is
conjured up for your entertainment. This book lays bare the heart of the innocent
victim of “Watch this, dear.” Every wife who has been obliged to suffer in silence
while her husband monopolized the guests with his latest “take a card” trick will
shed tears with Mrs. Lotta Hocus. Every person who reads this most amusing
account of their experiences will find both Mr. and Mrs. Hocus very human and
enjoyable. (This fabulous book will make every magic reader laugh and cry—they
will certainly see themselves as they read this incredible diary.) A fun read and a
great addition to any magic library!
This book has NO tricks! NO Secrets! Nothing but
the truth! You will enjoy the wit and passion that
Geraldine put down on paper many years ago! You
want to be entertained? You want to see yourself
reflected here? You want to laugh? READ THE
BOOK! Almost 100 pages of the everyday life of a
magician’s wife!
Editor’s Note: Gerri Larsen was a participant in the
world-wide final Houdini Séance in Hollywood,
California, October 31, 1936

Get This Great Book Of Laughs!
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$
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Stevens Magic Exclusive!
George Ledo’s

The Sacred Tea
Of The Emperors

(aka Okito’s Gobi Bowl Redux)
Another in a series of effects by George
Ledo paying homage to Okito, The
Sacred Tea is an updated version of
Theo Bamberg’s original Gobi Bowl
(confetti to water) trick, presented in a
traditional Japanese style.
The magician shows a small package
wrapped in a blue furoshiki or
wrapping cloth. Upon opening it, we
see a small tansu, or traditional
Japanese chest. The chest is opened
and a ceramic bowl, which is seen to almost
fill the box, is removed and shown empty.
The magician then reaches in the box and
removes handfuls of loose tea, which are
poured into the bowl, filling it. The bowl is
then placed on the table and a small cloth
draped over it. A moment later the cloth is
removed and the bowl is now full of water.
Although the method and handling are similar
to Okito’s Gobi Bowl, this version is an
improvement on the original in that the bowl
starts out inside the box, which appears to be
just large enough for the bowl and the tea.
The chest is 8.5 inch square by 6 inches high
and finished in an antique mahogany stain
with metal hardware. Also included are two
6 inch bowls, the custom-made furoshiki, the
small cloth, and the gimmicks, plus illustrated
instructions. You provide the loose tea and a
bowl to pour the water into at the end.
Like many effects from a previous era, this
one will require some practice to master, but the effect on the audience will be well
worth it. The Sacred Tea Of The Emperors is available in a limited edition of
12—each one signed and numbered.

395

$
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Stevens Magic Exclusive!

Hung Too Restoration

A Golden Oldie brought back again by
Stevens Magic and Shawn Reida!
A mystery from the past and a fabulous “cut & restored” ribbon miracle!
Can be performed close-up, parlor and stage! Beautifully crafted by our
master craftsman—Louie Gaynor.
Ribbons are seen threaded through two colorful wooden blocks, and the ends are
held by two spectators standing next to the performer.
The blocks are slid back and forth across the two ribbons showing two continuous
ribbons. They are then placed side by side and then slightly parted and the ribbons
showing are CUT in half between the two blocks!
The blocks are placed together, and the spectators are asked to release the end of
one of their ribbons. As the performer steps forward, the ribbons are pulled from the
blocks and fully restored! Viola! A miracle!
Easy to do! No sleights necessary! An impossible effect!
There was a version offered by National Magic Company years ago, but its roots date
back to England.

49.50

$
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Stevens Magic Exclusives!
Redmond/Okito
Switching Cabinet

Clever! Simple! Smart Psychology!
Colorful! Perfect for making innocent
switches in front of any audience!
Place red, white and blue silks in the box—Viola!
They change into an American Flag! This is
the accessory that will do it for you! OR show
the switch cabinet empty and immediately be
able to produce silks, sponge balls or other soft
objects. OR a great mentalist accessory for
switching billets or information right in front of
the audience! Allows you to make substitutions
innocently!
Okito was a genius at creative, splendid
magic apparatus! Okito worked with Don Redmond in the 50’s and
they produced wonderful, high quality magic together!
There are many uses for this cleverly designed apparatus. Gimmicks have always
been popular for the magician... this apparatus is indeed a “gimmick”, but colorful!
Made exclusively for Stevens Magic by our master craftsman—Louis
Gaynor. Please Note: Color schemes will vary according to availability.
$

Block Off Cord Revisited

55

A block penetrates a rope, simply and beautifully—
once or many times. Even in the spectator’s own
hands! Each time more amazing than the last! This
trick has fooled some of the best minds in magic due
to the fact of the very subtle and simple method used
to accomplish the trick.
You will receive a length of rope with stiff brass end
covers. A hand-crafted, old world-style solid Wooden
Block approximately 3 inches in size. (This quality of
block has been off the market for many years.) Each
block and rope is handmade by Louis Gaynor and
Shawn Reida. These are a working performer’s model that is
durable and will last a lifetime.
Various suggested routines are included as well as Shawn’s 3phase routine that he perfected over time. We know you will
enjoy this classic effect in your show. An impossible
penetration.

55

$
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Stevens Magic Exclusives!
NOW 2 SIZES!
Four Wrongs Make A Right
With permission fr
om Der
ek Le
from
Derek
Lev
er..
ver

What a sucker trick! The audience believes that you
really are in a mess... BUT you get out of what looks
like an impossible situation in a most amusing and
novel way. Perfect for parlor, stand-up or stage.
Four cards are selected and shuffled back into the
pack. In the manner of a serious mentalist, the
performer announces that he is going to attempt a
stupendous feat of mindreading, after much
concentrations and secret prayer, he removes four
cards from the pack, and places them in a neat stand.
Solemnly, he asks each assistant if his card is in the
stand. Amid great laughter and apparent discomfort
on the part of the magician... it appears that he has
made a serious blunder, for the spectator’s state
emphatically that they do not see their selected cards.
Disconsolately, the magician covers the stand with a
sheet of paper... and the notice on the paper gives a
good laugh. BUT THE AUDIENCE IS WRONG! And
are proved so in a very funny manner, when (on
second thought) the paper is removed to another
laugh. A gag on the reverse side of the paper gives
the final laugh to a terrific routine.
Great Entertainment — Laughs— Mystery
Both sizes come complete with Frame, Cards, Gag
Paper, Routine and suggestion presentation and patter
by Harry Stanley.
Jumbo (Parlor) Size:
Frame is 5.5 x 8 inches. Stands 12 inches
tall in total height and 5.5 inches wide.

130

$

Giant (Stage) Size:
Frame is 105 x 15.5 inches. Stands 16.25
inches tall in total height and is 10.5 inches
wide.

195

$
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Stevens Magic Exclusives!
Obedio Block

The cutest little magic miracle at a very
reasonable price!
We have had many requests for an Obedient Ball effect
for close-up or stand-up—and this is it! (We have had
many orders for our large Obedient Ball still
available for $150.00.) Now, we have come up with
another version for you to choose from.
The RED block goes DOWN on the string at your
command. Can be handed out immediately for inspection
and nothing can be
found!
Why? The
SECRET is in the string!
Fools all magicians except for Bill Trotter! He
figured it out in one evening! Made for us by Gimpy!
A bargain for a miracle and a wonderful effect.
Can carry it in your pocket and be ready at anytime,
anywhere!

40

$

Mighty Mini Chest
Don’t let the size fool you! A mere 6.5 x 6.5 x 4.5
inches, this little jewel has just as much weight as
full-size boxes. This light heavy chest is made of
cabinet-grade oak plywood and trimmed in solid
oak and solid brass veneer.
This box will not wiggle between reset or when it is
being lifted. It sits solid and is totally silent. But
that’s not all! This box comes with one extra
surprise. When the spectator tries to lift the box—Surprise! The handle comes
right off in their hand! (This was an addition suggested as a comedy effect by
Award-Winning Magician, Christopher Lyle.) No harm done, just have them try
to lift it by the sides—it won’t even budge! The handle is held by magnets that
adhere to a piece of steel built into the surface of the lid, so you can use the chest
with or without the handle, and the box still looks great.

Gimpy’s Performance Mat

295

$

Having something between your chest and the connecting surface strengthens
your performance by 1000 times!! This extraordinary mat has been specially
created to be used with the modern-day Light Heavy Chest. And, it can also be
used throughout your show as your standard close-up mat! See website for
more details. Trust us this is a winner!

30

$
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Seeing Is Believing!
Lloyd Chambers—Thayer’s

Obedient Ball

A round, solid walnut ball that is approximately 3 inches
in diameter with a 7/8-inch round hole in the middle of
the ball is shown. The performer takes one of the handles
and threads one end of the handle through the ball.
The ball then falls freely up and down the cord. Performer
then asks questions of the ball... one stop for yes and
two stops for no. The Obedient Ball then stops on
command in the middle of the cord. Impossible! This
can be repeated over and over. When finished, the
performer can hold up the ball again to show absolutely
nothing inside the ball. Self-working. Ball can be
inspected. This is the finest type of Obedient Ball made for
the magic world!
The Obedient Ball is made out of black walnut and turned
out of one piece of wood. The cord is approximately 3 feet
long. Each ball has its own beauty and is different. Each ball
has 10 coats of high quality lacquer. Each handle is turned
out of walnut. Ball can be inspected. SELF-WORKING!
Created by our own master craftsman, Louie Gaynor.

150

$

Appearing Shovel
Great Comedy! Fun Entertainment!
The performer shows a paper bag, explaining that
inside there is a tool from a hardware store as a
prediction. The performer then shows many
pictures of various tools from the store—
Hammer, Pliers, Drill, Brush, etc. These are
dropped into a clear nylon bag and mixed up.
The spectator is asked to pull one photo out of
the bag and name the article out loud.
Spectators will start laughing when they see that the selected photo is
that of a SHOVEL. It is IMPOSSIBLE for a shovel to be in the small
bag. (Has the performer fouled up?) NO! Believe it... The performer
then pulls a 63-inch shovel out of the bag for the last laugh and more
laughter from the spectators. You receive everything you need to start making
this routine: Latex apparition of a realistic 63-inch shovel, transparent forcing
bag, 24 full color photos of different tools, step-by-step instructions (instructions in
both English and Spanish).

Coupon Cannot Be Used With This Item!
8

150

$
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Puzzling Predictions

Tic Tac Toe Mini

An amazing close-up item that plays big!
This more portable version will fit into
your palm easily! Based on the creative
mind of Kai-Fu Wang, Bond Lee has
improved this routine.
Tic-Tac-Toe is a classic paper and pencil
game between two players. Now it turns
into an interactive game between the
magician and the audience. Each player takes turns
drawing O’s and X’s on a 3 by 3 grid. After completing
the game, the magician reveals a surprise ending!
Contents: The board—constructed on a single piece
of acrylic plastic. Total of 9 pieces of O’s and X’s are
supplied. A piece of metal is supplied, which can be
placed inside a card box and thereby serve as a holder. The size of the acrylic
plastic board is 2.3 x 2.3 inches or 6 x 6 cm.
You can customize the prediction as you wish, for example: Finale of a mentalism
routine, Message, Photo or Company’s logo.

60

$

Bob Ostin’s

Comedy Mental
Transmitter
A fabulous routine that is PERFECT for
parlor, stage or intimate settings! Guaranteed
laughs! Easy to carry in your pocket. It is
hard to believe that such a tiny piece of
apparatus can be so powerful!
The performer announces that with the help
of his special device, he can transmit thoughts
from one mind to another! A card is freely
selected, and the spectator is asked to
concentrate on the card. This “mental
transmitter” is brought out and wound up. At the right moment the transmitter
button is pressed. Another spectator seated on the opposite side of the room
immediately names the card! No skill required. The transmitter does it all for you.
It is an act in itself, and experienced performers will “glean” so much
entertainment and joy out of this effect! There are NO electronics to worry
about. No batteries are needed. Self-contained.

47.50

$
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Available Again!
Sterling Coins were one of the first coins introduced for
magicians in the magic world! These were truly
revolutionary! Professionally machines coins. Priced Right!
Miracles in your pockets.

Copper/Silver Coins

Hopping Half

This coin set has many uses for the more
advanced magician. Included in the set
are a real English Penny along with a
special English Penny on one side and
a Half Dollar on the other. With the use
of these two coins, the performer can
simply turn over the special coin, causing
the two coins to change places or
multiply. Lots of opportunities!

Show both sides of an English Penny
and a Half Dollar. Repeatedly, remove
one of the two coins from your hand
and place it in your pocket. Open your
hand to reveal that both coins are still
there! The final move: show the English
Penny and then close your hand—open
it and, in the blink of an eye, it has
changed to the Half Dollar. Requires
little or no skill.

15

$

Lethal Tender

Scotch & Soda
This is the most used coin set by
amateurs and professionals alike! Two
coins are shown, a copper coin and silver
coin. Both coins are placed in the hands
of your spectator. Then the spectator
closes their hands around the coins—
when they open their hands, the once
copper coin changes into a real Quarter,
baffling the spectator beyond belief!

20

$
10

30

$

With this effect you will receive specially
manufactured coins, a playing card and
wallet. In a fraction of a second, a
Chinese coin becomes a Half Dollar.
Then, as you cover the coin with the
card, it quickly changes back into the
Chinese coin. This is self-working and
requires little or no skill.

20

$
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BJW Jewelry For Magicians
What began as an idea for a single piece of
jewelry from Robbie Willmarth in 1988. And
with a lunch in 2004, with Gay Blackstone and
Harriet Jacobson, the idea of forming a business
because they saw a lack of fine jewelry made
with precious metals in the magic world. They
decided then and there to fill that void—BJW
Magical Jewelers was born.
They all agreed on an “all or nothing approach”, all three had
to approve an item to be in the line of magically themed
jewelry. They developed a “guarantee to please”
philosophy from fit to wear on each and every item
they carry. Stevens Magic has been selected to be the
EXCLUSIVE distributors of BJW Magical Jewelry.
All products are in sterling silver, but can be custom-made in 18k
gold. Turnaround time on the jewelry can be 4 to 6 weeks, depending
on the demand. Call with measuring details on products!

Impossible Bracelet
Amaze others with this beautiful and elegant chain link
bracelet. When you take it off, they won’t be able to
figure out how you got it on your wrist. Custom fit to
your wrist measurements. Available in two sizes:
Small/Medium and Large.

Small/Medium...$140

Large...$170

Illusion Bracelet
Amaze and amuse your friends as they see the band
width seem to widen and narrow as the bracelet is
rotated.

240

$

“M” Ring
Specifically made for magicians. Those who know the secret
can view it as an “M” (for Magicians) or a “W” (for Wizard).
Available in HALF sizes 5-16. Made in sterling silver.

80

$

Illusion Ring
Amaze and amuse your friends as they see the band widen and
narrow as the ring is rotated. Made in sterling silver. Available
in HALF sizes 5-15.5.

80

$
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Total Foolers!

SvenPad
Ultimate Edition

SvenPad® Ultimate Edition is a 15minute show in your pocket. Not just one
SVENGALI force, but an IMPOSSIBLE
cascade of impossible reveals, all
contained in an ordinary pocket-size pad.
A SvenPad® that is 100% READY TO
TAKE OUT & PLAY.
Casually
EXAMINABLE, with multiple DEEP
methods. One that looks like a REAL
DOODLE PAD. One that forces MULTIPLE SPECTATORS. Must have MULTIPLE
REVEALS on the same PAGE. Nearly 60 hand-drawn IMAGES, no words. Both
words revealed OR drawing duplications. With every single page uniquely
DIFFERENT. Allows ESCALATING reveals, each more impossible. That will
FOOL “in the know” performers. SO SIMPLE, you’ll be using it the same day.
•
•
•
•
•

NEW! LARGER 4X6" POCKET FORMAT
NEW! FULLY PRINTED & READY
NEW! COVER DESIGN
NEW! FULL COLOR PRINTED IMAGES
NEW 30 PAGE PDF OF ROUTINES!
$

75

Martin Lewis’s

Close-Up
Cardiographic
With Close-up Cardiographic, Martin has
taken his classic Sketchpad Rising Card to
the next level. The effect is the same as
Cardiographic but built for close-up
performances; a drawing of a selected card rises from a drawing of a deck of cards.
The resulting impossible object is handed out as a souvenir.
The brand new, superclean method is self-contained and angle-proof. The audience
sees you draw on the pad prior to the card rising. Fast reset for restaurant or
strolling. Includes 50 giveaway pages. Made in America and built to last.
“I have always wanted to present a close-up version of Cardiographic but have
been unable to create my dream pad until recent advances in material technology
made it possible. My criteria were simple, I wanted a pad that would comfortably
fit in my pocket. That could be done surrounded under the closest scrutiny. It
had to be self-contained and needed a fast reset for strolling, and most important
of all, it had to look impossible.” --MARTIN LEWIS

60

$
12
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A Jay Mattioli Winner!
This Is HEAVY!

Jay’s Answer To The Light/Heavy Box!
The performer invites a spectator onstage to help in a
demonstration of muscle hypnosis. Seating the spectator
on a small wooden stool, the magician “hypnotizes” that
spectator into believing that a small silk handkerchief
weighs over 1,000 pounds.
An empty cardboard box is shown on all sides and placed
on the wooden stool. A second spectator is now invited
onstage and is asked to place the handkerchief in the box
and then lift the box with its silk contents off the stool,
which proves to be a simple feat. But when the hypnotized
spectator attempts to lift the box, he cannot! It is simply
too heavy for him to even budge! The second spectator
can even reach in the box themselves and remove the
hanky, which then allows the box to become light enough
for the hypnotized spectator to lift off the stool. But
whenever the hanky is placed back into box, the
hypnotized spectator cannot lift the box one bit! This
becomes a riot for kid show audiences as well as for adults.
If you have ever wanted to perform Jean RobertHoudin’s Light Heavy Chest with ease, without
worry and with deceptiveness, the time is NOW—
THIS IS HEAVY!
THE MAGICIAN NEVER TOUCHES THE BOX
DURING THE ROUTINE! The contents of the box
can become heavy while the magician is nowhere even
near the box or spectators, and always under his complete
control.
DIFFERENT MECHANISM—Most other light heavy
chests required you to find a super smooth, glass-like surface
to perform on, which made it very impractical. With the supplied
props you can do this anywhere, in any environment.
THE PROPS ARE INNOCENT LOOKING! No giant, suspicious
disc to lay on the floor and place the box on. Use a cardboard box,
which can be viewed inside and out on all angles! There is nothing to see.
THIS IS HEAVY is very easy and stress free to operate, letting you focus on the
important part of this classic illusion—the presentation. Please allow 3 to 5
weeks for delivery of this item!

NOT eligible for the coupon!

899 + $55 s&h in US

$
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Jay Mattioli Presents...

Maximum Light Before
Your Eyes

The magician produces a clear lightbulb and
proceeds to screw it into a large torch lamp,
5.5 feet tall. The bulb is screwed in place and
the lamp illuminates bright, warm-white light.
Standing several feet away from the lamp, the
performer displays a red 12-inch silk scarf and
slowly, without any suspicious moves, tucks it
into his fist where it instantly vanishes! At the
moment the silk vanishes, a burst of real fire
emits from the lamp and the white light instantly
turns to glowing red! Upon removing the
illuminating bulb, the previously vanished red
silk is found to be trapped inside! The magician
then unscrews the bottom of the bulb and
removes the red silk scarf. He then replaces
the bulb in its position in the lamp—and it once
again lights up white.
Next, a beautiful foulard is shown to be empty
and held in front of the standing lamp. Suddenly the entire lamp begins to take
flight and LEVITATES COMPLETELY OFF THE GROUND! It hovers up, down,
left, right and even turns horizontal in midair. The mere sight of such a large object
levitating within just a few feet from spectators is simply shocking! Finally the giant
lamp descends back to the ground on cue for a big round of applause! Please
allow 3 to 5 weeks for delivery of this item!
• New design and materials. Lamp is sturdier and appears heavier.
• Rechargeable batteries and charger
included.
• Silk’s “reappearance” / “flash of fire” are
operated on adjustable timer.
• Hollow bulbs look like the real thing, but
are made of durable plastic.
• Includes—lamp, bulbs, custom foulard, silks,
vanishing gimmick, battery and charger,
heavy-duty packing tube, carrying case,
flash igniter wire and instructional DVD.
Note: You supply the flash cotton.

875

$

Additional shipping may be
required with this item.
14
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Jay Mattioli Presents...

O.L.B.S.
Lightning
Series

The magician invites an
audience member up to
help with his new version
of a popular magic trick.
Displaying a cardboard
produce box of fruit ,the
magician removes one
lemon and one orange
and places them on the
ring holders on the side
of the table…The
volunteer’s shoe is
removed and placed
inside the cardboard box which is then joined by the two pieces of fruit. The fruit
is to be used to “eat away the bad odor” apparently coming from the shoe. The
magician shakes the box with fruit and shoe, removes the lemon, removes the
orange and removes the...ooops! The shoe has disappeared and the box is torn
open to show it is empty! In an attempt to compensate for the missing shoe, the
magician blows up a balloon to give to the helper, but it quickly deflates and visually
transform into a matching color silk hanky! The hanky is used to cover the lemon
and then whisked away to show the lemon has vanished! The hanky is then used
to cover the orange and it too is whisked away to show the orange has... ooops...
still there. The orange is cut open to reveal the previously vanished lemon inside!
The lemon is cut open to show the previously vanished balloon. The balloon is
inflated placed on the table where it pops with a loud burst revealing the audience
member’s shoe!
O.L.B.S. New Table Design…2X as deceptive than original model!
NO need for live animals…Travels easy on planes, cruises and outdoor venues.
Improved Quality Of Gimmicked Table…Photos don’t do justice, beautifully
crafted! Set up time is cut in half of similar effects. NOT JUST A TRICK…AN
ENTIRE, COMPLETE ROUTINE! Use modern table as regular side table
throughout your show.
COMES COMPLETE! Table, fruits, silks, foulard, cardboard fruit box, balloons
and DVD instructions featuring new routine, ideas and more. Table assembles
quickly using 8 bolts and wing nuts.
Note: Depending on inventory there could be a 3 ot 5 week fabrication time for
this product. Additional Shipping costs can be required for this due to
the size and dimensions of this piece.

1099

$
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Quality Stage Props
Jay Mattioli Presents...

SANDZ

The Professional Performers
Complete Sands of the Desert
Routine
For the first time, the classic Sands of the
Desert routine (AKA Hindu Sands)
released with EVERYTHING YOU NEED
TO PERFORM THE EFFECT! This
timeless trick can be performed 3 to 203
feet away. Three martini glasses filled with
three vibrant colors of sand rests on a table
with a small pedestal, upon which rests a
large bowl filled with water. Showing his
hands empty, the magician places them
in the water, swirling the water around, causing the clear water to turn black! One
by one, the magician pours each of the 3 colored sands into the water. After all
three sands are mixed the magician reaches back into the swamp like water with
his empty hand and pulls out each individual colored sand, COMPLETELY DRY
AND SEPARATE FROM EACH OTHER. Finally, with a swirl of the empty hands,
the magician makes the black water turn back to clear!
• A DETAILED INSTRUCTIONAL DVD. • CUSTOM TABLE • MARTINI
GLASSES AND BOWL • BOWL PEDESTAL • SPECIALLY TREATED SAND:
We urge you to check out our website for a video demo and more
details. Chemical Refills available as well!

350

$

Collapsing Top Hat
Silk top hats for years cost from $200 on up, now a new breakthrough in production
allows us to offer this top-quality top hat at a “super” price! Sturdy, works every
time and is the size of a standard top hat.

35

$
16
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Too Good To Miss!
Magic Kits From Some Of
Today’s Best Magicians!
Penn & Teller’s Magic Kit—
teaches you more than 200 easy-to-master tricks
that will get you started fooling your family,
friends, strangers. Comes with Instructional
DVD.

Criss Angel Magic Kit—perfect for
all skill levels with over 400 magic tricks. Comes
with Instructional DVD.

Royal Magic Kit—Inside

you'll find
props and instructions for over 100 incredible
tricks, including a set of Goshman-made sponge
balls, a Penetration Frame, Chain Escape, Magic
Wand, Drawer Box, Rice Bowls, Wonder Blocks
and much, much more. Comes with Instructional
DVD.

37.50 each

$

Purchased from any Stevens
Magic Catalog or from
www.stevensmagic.com
(use Code: SME010119)
Offer cannot be used in
combination with any other
promotion or special. Some
items are nondiscountable or
listed as a special price, these
are not eligible for this
coupon. Nor are Antiques!
Expires January 1, 2019!

Remember YOU must
MENTION the coupon to use it!
It is NOT given automatically,
and will not be applied
retroactively! Coupon Code:
SME010119
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Stevens Magic Emporium

2520 East Douglas • Wichita, KS 67214
Phone: (316) 683-9582 • Fax: (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail: magic@stevensmagic.com
Website: www.stevensmagic.com

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________
City ___________________________________ State ___________________
Zip ______________________

Phone—Day (_____) ________________
Evening (_____) _____________________
E-Mail Address: _________________________________________________
ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

PAYMENT METHOD:
MasterCard

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

Visa

Check / Money Order

Amount Enclosed $ ____________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Card Account Number

Expiration Date: _______ _______ CVN Code: ______
Month

Year

_______________________________________________________________
Customer Signature
All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.
Domestic Insurance Policy:
UPDATED SHIPPING CHARGES:
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves Minimum Ship Charges:
our premises. We, therefore, suggest you insure
$
0.00 to $ 50.00 ....................... $8.00
your order. Insurance fees are as follows:
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ....................... $10.00
$
0.01 to $ 50.00 ......................... $0.75 $ 100.01 to $200.00 ....................... $13.00
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ......................... $1.60
Over $200.00 ....................... $15.00
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
Important
Note: The above charges will apply
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60 on the majority of orders. SME reserves the right
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40 to choose the method of shipment on table rates.
However, there are some products due to their
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20 dimensions and weights (including but not limited
Maximum Liability $600.00
to) larger props and illusions, where additional
**Prices subject to change without notice.** shipping costs will be required. In such cases, we
will notify you post purchase. This is why the
SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
phrase “minimum ship charge” is included in the
copy and or prices.
above tiers.
Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday – Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst). We’re happy to help you with your orders. We look forward to talking with you.

Stevens Magic Emporium

2520 East Douglas • Wichita, KS 67214
Phone: (316) 683-9582 • Fax: (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail: magic@stevensmagic.com
Website: www.stevensmagic.com

Mail-In Or
der F
orm
Order
Form
Qty

Item
Price

Description

Total

Total
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Viking’s Bright Lights!
Flash Wand
Electronic

Flash Wand Electronic is rechargeable.
Super-bright flash. The price is economical, but
the quality is tops. Beautiful, lightweight, black
wand with white tips. Anytime you need a burst
of light to punch up a vanish or production,
just tap with your wand and a bright flash will
highlight the moment the “magic” takes place!
A small, almost invisible button allows you to
control this extremely bright flash.
Rechargeable so no batteries to mess with.
Comes with its own power
cord for charging. Wand
measures 13 inches long.

39

$

Lumière

“Professional Model”
Not just D’Lite on steroids...this is one of the
brightest models available. You can pulse the light
to product a bright flash or hold it on for the normal
D’Lite routines. Comes complete with two
units and detailed instructions. This unit
produces an amazing amount of BRIGHT light due
to the bright LED’s used. An upgraded D’Lighttype set, rechargeable unit using a power cable
included. Available in both WHITE or RED.
EFFECTS POSSIBLE:
• Produce and/or vanish coins in a flash.
• Light ANY lightbulb.
• Transfer light from one object to another.
• Using RED or WHITE units together, color
changing lightbulbs.
• Close-up Milk In Lightbulb.
• D’Light routine... and so much more!

49

$
20
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Stevens Magic Exclusives!
Transposition Color
Changing Ball Vases
This is the definition of unique personified!
Two beautifully hand-turned matching pill
vases, one of which houses a black ball
and the other one housing a red ball. The
magician makes a magical pass and then
opens the top of the vase that previously
housed the black ball, but now magically
houses the red ball! Can this be true? The
color-change itself is impressive but it
doesn’t stop there. The next vase that
previously housed the red ball is slowly
opened and, sure enough, the black ball
now rests inside.
Very likely this is something most have
never seen before and will not see again after production stops on these. These
are exceptionally limited and have been crafted by Richard Spencer. This set also
comes with the beautiful glass dome whose base includes rounded out sections on
which the two vases and two balls to rest.
The vase has a diameter of 2.75 inches (7 cm) with an overall height – 6 inches
(15.2 cm). Vases are made from Carob; balls from Rock Maple. This piece was
finished with a 3-part buffing system ending with Carnauba wax. Each piece carry
identifying decals on the base including craftsman’s name, wood used, and the
number 00X on both pieces. One vase says 1 of 2, the other 2 of 2.

Ball & Vase

1,495

$

One of the classic props that defines the arts
is anything but the norm here. This beautifully
hand-turned ball vase is something truly
unique. If you’re a collector, or just a lover of
magic, either way you would do well to
consider this piece. Very few crafters can
manufacture to this quality. The effect is
traditional as the ball in the vase vanishes from
the vase to appear in another location and
then the effect is repeated. The ball magically
vanishes from where it was (in the pocket or
other location), only to return, to the vase. Sincerely and truthfully, I would bet
that this model ball and vase is the most rare one ever manufactured. So, if you
like things that are very scarce— you have found it.
NOTE: Crafted from various exotic woods.

245

$
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Professional Momme Silks
Spectrum’s

Dis-Solvo

A 24-inch solid color silk is tied around a rope with a
double knot and visibly PENETRATES the rope on
command!
An original version and not an imitation. NO false
moves of passing the end of the silk around the rope.
NO threads and NO fakes. The presentation is clean ,
visible and instant! Highest quality silks available.
Comes complete with 24 inch silk and rope.

25

$

Spectrum’s

Flying Colors
Three 18 inch silks are tied—one at a time—around
the center of two ropes and everything is freely shown.
The knots are genuine and the silks are actually tied
around the ropes. Holding the ropes fully extended, the
performer look up toward the ceiling and counts to three.
Suddenly, the silks leave the ropes and fly upward to
about 10 feet in the air!
The original knots remain in the silks and everything
can be examined. A prize-winning, mechanical miracle
and an audience pleaser.
Comes complete with three 18 inch silks and ropes.

45

$

Spectrum’s

Rainbow
20th Century Silks
Two solid colored silks are displayed and securely
tied together. A symphony pattern silk is
displayed and vanished. The previously knotted
silks are tossed into the air and the vanished silk
reappears tied between them!
A clever routine, which makes it possible to
present the effect under any conditions—completely surrounded and without the
use of tables or tumblers. A classic in magic for years and years! Easy to perform.
Comes complete with four 18 inch silks.

85

$
22
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Professional Momme Silks
The Albenice
Serpent Silk

A Serpent Silk Streamer four feet long and
six inches wide is displayed and a knot tied
in its center. Performer holds the streamer
at one end and COMMANDS it to untie
itself! The lower tip moves upward and in
a slow, snake-like fashion, passes through
the loop and unties the knot!
A classic from the golden days of
magic! A visual effect seen easily from
the stage as well.
For those of you who have seen this effect,
you know the power of it! For those who
have not seen it... you’ve missed a wonderful
piece of magic!
If you can tie a knot in a silk, you can perform this effect!
This was one of Jay Marshall’s favorite MC effects. You will love it too,
as it gets an excellent audience reaction.
Limited supply and these are original Serpent Silks.

Silk Only...$30
With Reel...$47.50

Flying Bars Silks
The traditional striped silk (also known as the
Zebra Silk) has always appealed, but the effect
was not always as convincing as it should have
been. An exhaustive survey disclosed that this
was because the stripes ran completely across
the silk. Below is the result...
The Flying Bars Silks has four very heavy black
bars floating on the center of red-bordered silk.
Suddenly the bars “fly” to a horizontal (or vertical)
position while the performer seemingly holds the
silk firmly before the spectators. Here is an effect
you can repeat again and again without
preparation or fear of the slightest detection!

Thread Method...$25
Reel Method...$37.50
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Get’em While You Can!

Diamond Cut Mirror Goblet

The Mirror Goblet is crafted from a strong
virtually indestructible acrylic. The mirror divider
is purposefully located below the top edge of the
glass, to aide in diminishing the possibility of
“flashing” during your performance. Both
compartments are waterproof! The Mirror
Goblet dims out at 7-inches tall with a 3.5-inches
mouth, so it looks great and has ample room to
handle either liquid or a 36-inch carefully folded
silk.
The instructions are refreshingly detailed with all
the information you would want as well as bonus
valued-added tips and routines working with both
slush powder and non-slush powder applications.
Additional kudos as it provides important care instructions, safety and maintenance
tips. You can’t go wrong with excellent quality products!

This is a winner!

40

$

The YOT
Magicians love ice-breakers and hands down this
is one of the best you will ever find. It’s a fact! The
YOT is the arguably one of the best puzzles ever
constructed. Being that our clients are magicians,
chances are very good that you have seen this item
before... Because if so, you are well aware of the
devious application involved.
With very little practice, one can (in front of
everyone) master The YOT. This is something that will drive
people crazy. There are subtle nuisances—that are so easy to
incorporate to ensure success. The item is “self-working” with
the exception of one very little scientific principle that you the
performer serve up! One important point, after you have shown
how easy it is to open The YOT, put the lid back on and make
sure you pick it up and lightly move it in the air back and forth. Do this is in a
natural manner as you are handing The YOT to the spectator. This is VERY
important. Because if you fail to do this, the spectator will possibly be able to
open it. This is what I refer to above as one of the “subtle nuances.”
The quality of this product is exceptional. It’s been around for years, but chances
are if you had one, you may not have it anymore, and it’s still as powerful and fun
today as it was when it first came out. Suggested routine and video
performance on our site.

45

$
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Stevens Magic Exclusives!
ProLine Presents...

Cascading Rice
Orange Checkers
The routine is, of course, the traditional one.
But below are the specs and key points that
make this model revolutionary.
The tubes and vase are modern in design
and neutral in color to draw focus to the
components. The outfit is stage sized. The
checkers are 3.5 inches in diameter. The checkers feature scratch resistant vinyl
to enhance visibility and durability. The checkers are hollow to be lightweight and
to help facilitate the handling. All the checkers are separate and therefore can be
staggered in the stacking and lifted individually. There are no tell tale holes in the
tubes so the effect can be performed surrounded. The vase features no moving
parts for foolproof presentation. The final reveal of rice is accomplished with a
unique ‘waterfall finale’ that produces the dramatic ‘kick’ missing in all other models.
Please Note: Fabrication time can vary based on inventory.
IMPORTANT: We highly encourage you to watch the video demonstration located
on our website for this item. If a pictures worth a thousand words a video must be
a million! The video does a great job of showing why the Cascading Rice
Orange Checkers is unlike any that has ever been produced. This is the perfect
example of looking back to bring forward! Meaning the classics of the art are still
solid and with a little tweaking provide exponential benefits.

New Price!

395

$

Happy & Sad Rabbits
A brilliant packet card effect! Not the usual
card effect either! From the fertile mind
of Pavel back in the 1970’s
Sad Rabbits change to Happy Rabbits! A great
visual effect and fits easily into one of your
pockets. Easy to do. Ya gotta love it!
Excellent for children and adults alike! You are
ready when they say, “Show me a magic trick!”
No difficult sleights needed.
You can show the back of the cards as well.

This is a winner!

15

$
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Joe Asked & Buma Did It!
During a recent visit to Buma’s Studio, Joe saw the last of Buma’s “Ancient
Sorceries” Props waiting to be assembled where they had been residing since
2007!
Now, the last of Buma’s sought after, hand-crafted, “Ancient Soreries” props have
indeed been assembled and delivered to Stevens Magic Emporium! These are
limited to the stock on hand—and available at a one time special price only Buma
could do!

Secret Of The
Sacred Scarab

A Sacred Scarab magically appears from within
a flat Parchment only to later vanish from inside
the temple. The temples perched Sphinx is then
seen to vanish and transport itself through space
only to reappear at a distance. The Scarab
repeatedly vanishes from within the sealed
temple only to reappear where only seconds
before there was nothingness. With the aid of a
spectator the scarab is once again secured within
the walls of the temple from where it physically
metamorphoses into a much larger solid statue
of the four pharaohs which the spectator is left holding upon
there outstretched hand.
Only one scarab and one sphinx is used throughout
the entire routine. The Temple, Sphinx, Statue and
Parchment being fully examinable upon the completion of
the routine.
Requires—No palming of the scarab or the sphinx. No lapping, pocketing, or
sleeving. No secret compartments or body loads. No threads or sleights.
Features Buma’s custom-designed and hand-crafted Temple, Sphinx, Scarab,
Parchment and Statue. Incorporating Buma’s hand-cast stoneware. Includes
step by step routined instructions accompanied by over 100 photos!
Hand Cast: Gutta-Percha Scarab.
Hand Layered: Gold Leafed Temple & Sphinx., Silver Leafed Scarab.
Gold & Copper Leafed Statue.
Hand Inset: Austrian Swarovski Crystals on the Statue of the Pharaoh.
Hand Applied: Custom designed transfers “decals” in the tradition of Okito
have been hand layered inside the temple and on the top of the Statue.
Hand Cut: Suede Kidskin Leather has been layered to the bottom of both the
Temple and the Statue of the Pharaoh.
Hand Crafted: Custom printed, bound and aged parchment vellum.
Original Price... $695
26

Special Price Now...$450
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Exclusive To Stevens Magic!
Pyramid &
Sarcophagus
Mysterium

Performer introduces an Egyptian
pyramid resting on a table. The pyramid
is lifted up to reveal an ancient empty
sarcophagus resting on the richly
adorned tomb floor.
The performer removes an ancient
Egyptian parchment and from it takes a
desecrated and decomposed mummy
and places it into the empty sarcophagus.
The tomb floor is covered with the
pyramid and given to a spectator to hold.
With a flourish of the parchment paper
over the pyramid, the pyramid lid is lifted
and reveals that the desecrated mummy
has now transfor med itself into a
resurrected “gem encrusted opulent
golden mummy.”
The pyramid, sarcophagus and golden
mummy are now left in the hands of the
spectator to their bewilderment, for all
can be freely handled by the audience.
A completely original approach to the classic Wandering Mummy effect,
incorporating many new magical elements and features.
Pyramid measures approximately 4 x 4.25 x 4.25 inches.
Mummies measure approximately 1.75 inches in length.
Pyramid Tomb Floor measure approximately 4 x 4 x 4 inches.
Sarcophagus measures approximately 2 inches in length and features hand-inlet
hieroglyphics.
Parchment measures approximately 7 x 3.5 inches closed on specially printed,
bound and aged vellum.
Pyramid, tomb floor, sarcophagus and parchment—all feature hand-crafted and
applied custom transfer “decals” and pigment in the tradition of Okito.
Designed and hand-crafted in the USA by Buma of House of Magic. Includes
step by step routined instructions accompanied by photos!
Original Price... $495
Special Price Now...$350
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Puzzling Magic
Merlin’s Magic Elixir
The performer removes 10 marbled blocks of
wood from a beautifully decorated hardwood box.
The pieces form a rectangle around which a white
frame fits exactly. As he puts the puzzle together,
he tells how he was sold the puzzle plus some
very expensive magic elixir, which was supposed
Solve the puzzle.
to be necessary for solving the puzzle. He
EASY!
solved it without taking the elixir—only to
Add a piece &
be told that he was missing a piece! He
solve the puzzle!
added the piece and still solved the puzzle
HOW CAN THAT BE?
without the elixir! But, there was yet
Add another piece &
another extra piece. So, he took that
solve the puzzle
again!!
piece and, once again, solved the puzzle
HAND ME THAT
without the elixir. So, why did he need the magic
BOTTLE OF ELIXIR!
elixir? He has added two pieces to the puzzle—and it
is still exactly the same size! The rectangular frame still fits around the puzzle!
How in the world is this possible? In order to find this out, you will probably need
to take a couple drinks of that magical elixir! More than a puzzle, it’s a
magical effect as well!
Here’s what you get: The beautiful wooden drawer box (non-gimmicked), the
puzzle, a white cardboard frame and exceptionally detailed instructions with frameby-frame illustrations and highly entertaining story. Translations by Bill Palmer.

Regular Size...$125

Joe Riding’s

Three Card Four

“The Only Three Card Trick In The World
Using Four Cards!”
A true professional classic with the both the
Fred Kaps & Ken Brooke Routines.
This effect has been time-tested for years and
years and I can assure my readers that it is also
very, very commercial. Plays well in cabaret,
trade shows, stand up, stage and it is great for children’s shows as well!
This trick comes complete with Jumbo Cards, Fred Kaps Routine & Ken Brooke
Routine, DVD of Bob Swadling’s Act included on DVD and explanation of routine.
Also, copy in writing of both routines. Bonus: Alex Elmsley’s Four As Four
Routine. See performance of Bob Swadling’s routine on our website!
Don’t pass this one up if you are a worker.

Available Again... $35

28
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Stevens Magic Exclusives!
Harold Voit’s

Deluxe Billet Box
The performer hands a number of small
blank pieces of paper out to a member of
the audience, along with some pencils. A
small black box is brought out and is sat on
the front of the stage or on a table in full
view. (Of course, this box can be held up
and shown.) This audience member is asked
to randomly hand out the slips of paper to
different members of the audience at random. The members are instructed to
write a number, or city, a name etc., on the slip of paper and fold it into fours, so
the writings cannot be seen. The member is to collect all of them and places the
strips of paper into the slot on top of the box. And returns to his seat.
Next, the mentalist picks up the box and removes its lid and sets it on the table. He
walks over to a random spectator (any spectator) and asks him or her to freely
select only “one” of the papers from the box. Next this person unfolds the slip of
paper and reads out loud what is written on the paper...(Name, number, city, etc.)
The performer directs the audience’s attention to an envelope that has been sitting
on the table since before the performance began. The performer picks up the
envelope and opens it, keeping it in full view of the audience where it is opened.
He pulls out a single piece of paper, opens it and calls out what is exactly what is
written on the paper! This is a phenomenal product worth its weight. It’s
exceptionally well constructed.

97.50

$

Vince Wilson’s

Ultimate ESP Marked Deck
We at Stevens Magic fell in LOVE with this
unique ESP deck, perfect for any performer—
especially those with a bizzarist twist! On the
back is an antique design reminiscent of the
early 1930s. These are the type of cards that
Dr. JB Rhine would have like to have used in
his famous psychic experiments at Duke
University! Flawlessly embedded on the back
of each card is an almost sinister secret, even
other magicians may have trouble seeing it!
Yes, these are the Ultimate Marked ESP Cards!
Most marked card effects will work with this standard deck of 30 cards. Also, since
the first Iteration of Version 1.0 in 2012, these have been improved with a superior
resolution for clearer effect! Amaze friends and clients with your mental and
psychic fortitude ad order a pack today!

50

$
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Available Again!!

Tango Ultimate Reel

Throughout the years, top quality reels have been
expensive and difficult, if not impossible, to obtain.
The Tango Ultimate Reel (T.U.R.), designed
for working professionals, is high quality,
affordable, dependable and designed for quick and
easy adjustment or replacement of the thread.
Never again will you have to get rid of your reel
because the thread was cut and it will take only
minutes to be fixed. T.U.R. was conceived as a reel to be used for many years.
The T.U.R. comes with a DVD that explains how to quickly and easily take apart
the reel to replace the thread as well as instructions for visual and
very commercial routines that you can perform in close-up, parlor
and stage magic. If you are looking for a precision tooled,
dependable yet affordable reel, you want the T.U.R.

Available Again! $125

3D Rabbits
Jumbo Comedy
Split Deck

Funny—Fabulous Comedy
Now you can do your favorite card trick
for the largest audience. Available in
highly visible, jumbo-size! Bicyclebacked cards only. An excellent audience
participation effect. Laughs—
Suspense—Entertaining—A
prediction—Easy to do!
Split deck with a kicker, “Oh, Dear,”
selected halves don’t match, but YOUR
prediction does. Highly entertaining!

47.50

$
30

Truly the best creative update to the
classic sponge balls effects. The
invention of the Sponge Rabbits—takes
this miracle “exponentially” higher with
the comedic and well know reputation
of, lets just say—inherent characteristics
of bunnies. Whether you use this comical
approach to explain the “appearing
bunnies” or just say they are magic
bunnies you have powerful magic!
Now you can perform the classic
multiplying rabbit routine with a
wonderful new set of sponge bunnies
from Goshman. Comes with 5 “baby”
rabbits and 3 “adult” rabbits with
instructions written by Michael Ammar.

15

$
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Must Have Books!

Geoff Latta: The
Long Goodbye

By Stephen Minch & Stephen
Hobbs
The world of modern coin magic has
awarded Geoffrey Latta towering
status as an innovator and artist, second
only to his mentor, David Roth. His
underground reputation began in the 1970’s and came to fruition in the 1980’s,
when a selection of his early work was featured in Richard Kaufman’s outstanding
compilation, CoinMagic. His reputation has continued to
grow and, years after his premature death, it has not waned.
Book has 344 pages. Over 720 photographs. Includes 48
tricks including over 25 sleights.
The Long Goodbye presents all of Latta’s known coin
magic, published and unpublished. It is a record of brilliant
innovation that coin-magic aficionados will be absorbing,
mastering and emulating for years to come.
Latta’s large body of work is presented in these pages, with attention paid not only
to the sleights, but also to the subtle construction, psychology and choreography
that were the hallmark of his magic; the broad strokes and the fine. It is a book
that no one cognizant of Latta’s accomplishments will hesitate to place beside the
classic texts on coin magic.

80

$

Lotz Of Magic For Kidz
By John Breeds

A MUST-HAVE book for ANY person interested
in children’s magic! We at Stevens Magic are
very excited to offer this book to our customers.
How to make children laugh from the moment you
start. Adopt original concepts and routines. Discover
the secrets from John’s 35-years of professional
entertaining. Profusely illustrated and clearly explained
by a Pro for Pro’s. Make your kid show soar above
the competition. Enclosed within expert routines,
props and presentations.
As well as more than 30 highly commercial performance pieces, this new book
brings professional children’s entertainers and magicians a treasure chest of original
methods, apparatus and comedy bits. This book is for professional entertainers it
brims with creative, funny and mystifying magic.

49.50

$
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Too Good To Miss!
The Connection
By Luca Volpe

THE CONNECTION is a limited release book that
includes “The Connection Act” as performed by Luca
on stages all around the world. In the book, there are
also explained other Q&A routines like “The Door of
Dreams,” a wonderful routine using the Haunted Key,
for the first time explained by Luca Volpe. Limited release
of 200 books.
The Connection Act—A
mind reading act where you
are able to “connect” with multiple spectators. It
uses a combination of classic methods that will
make it a joy to perform.
Other routines included: Sensational Q&A, Psychometry Q&A 2.0, Real Q&A,
My take on “The Billet Reading Act”, Glass Ball, Pendulum and Crystals, The
Door of your Dreams and much more… See Website for testimonials!

74.50

$

The Experts At The
Card Table

By David Ben & E.S. Andrews
The Experts At The Card Table is a new
interpretation of the seminal work on Card
Cheating, Artifice, Ruse and Subterfuge at the Card
Table, self-published originally by S. W. Erdnase, in
Chicago in 1902.
Here, Ben offers a fresh and new perspective on what he describes as “The Erdnase
System for Advantage Play”, that is, an approach for cheating at card play. Ben
has reformulated Erdnase’s original prose for greater clarity in order to illustrate
clandestine card table artifice including how to secretly locate desired cards, and
secure and stock them for the deal. The reader is taught, in great detail,
using over 750 photographs... how to falsely shuffle and cut the deck, and
manage and maintain the desired cards while creating the illusion that the cards
are being thoroughly mixed. Finally, the reader is instructed how to place the
controlled cards into desired hands. While the general reader will find the technical
information and The Erdnase System for Advantage Play highly educational, the
book is intended for those with an advanced understanding of, and skill-set for, this
arcane art. Book is hardbound, 10 x 10-inches with dust jacket; 232 pages. This
book is offered at an incredible price considering its quality on all fronts. Note:
Excerpts from Magic Magazine used “with permission.”
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Mentalism You Can Count On!
Ratoon
Volume 1

Following the release of his book test,
BloodSucker, Scott St. Clair is proud to
bring to the community his first book,
Ratoon. See website for complete
detials.
Ratoon is a collection of mentalism effects
that are featured in Scott’s actual repertoire. There are no
pipe-dreams, this is all workable mentalism.
Included in Volume 1:
Sign of the Times—a straight forward, simple star sign divination.
The Path—a uniquely powerful, numerology effect with an interesting presentation.
Calendoku—a real fooler and a great follow up for The Path.
Reading the Signs—a very unusual ‘Tarot’ routine.
Quick Change—pseudo hypnosis with a simple, no skill method, interesting
premise and killer presentation.
Quince—a book test without a book!
PLUS—thoughts on the centre tear and thumb writers.

55

$

ON!
COMING SO

Ratoon
Volume 2

As with Ratoon, this book features some of Scott’s actual
performance pieces—nine effects, six based around numbers,
and one essay. These effects are all suitable for the ‘real
world’ and are simple and direct in approach. See
testimonials on our website!
Included in Volume 2:
NIPPIN—a double PIN number routine.
Logo—an effect based on a popular brand logo.
M4trimony— very unusual ‘match up’ effect.
Calendoku3—a follow up to Calendoku (Ratoon).
Tri-Psy—a very interesting ‘Tarot’ effect where you display your abilities three
times over!
Testify—a book test with a twist, using an ungimmicked book.
nCode—an amazing, hard hitting PIN divination with a difference.
Fauxtography—a photograph of psychic ‘energy’—on a spectator’s LOCKED
phone (whilst in their possession).
Papa—a story-telling effect that leaves them speechless.
PLUS—thoughts on the switch (including Scott’s switch method).

55
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Fabulous Magical History
The Urban Legend
The Life & Times
Of Ron Urban
By William V. Rauscher

This is the story of a great performer, producer,
showman and entrepreneur. If you are not lucky
enough to be part of the generation who saw
Ron Urban in his prime, this book will intrigue
you. Prepare to make friends with a remarkable
man and his family. His life is not only the story
of a world-traveling entertainer. It is also a lesson
in determination, the importance of a strong
work-ethic, the constant effort to make wishes
come true, and the zeal it takes to become a
famous personality in show business.
From his teens until retirement, Urban traveled the globe performing in the most
luxurious places on Earth. He pioneered Theater On Ice, produced show segments
for Holiday On Ice, had his own ice shows, worked seasons at major amusement
parks and established Rent-A-Rink, where his company
installed ice rinks anywhere, even at the White House.
His career encompassed performing in supper clubs,
night clubs, cabarets, dinner theaters, and spectacular
casino productions. His travels took him around the world
to all the first-class locations, many of which no longer
exist. Urban deserves great recognition, not only in the
world of magic but in so many other aspects of show
business. He was a consummate performer, a first-class
attraction with an unusual act and someone who worked
constantly throughout the world.
You will be amazed at his drive and determination,
his many shows, and a legacy that serves as an
example that could well be followed by many young
performers today. Ron Urban and his gracious wife,
Monica, brought colorful, dignified theatrical
performances to the world. You will agree, I am sure,
after reading this book that he is indeed, “The Urban
Legend.”
Book is hardcover with color cover and has 138 Pages.
Contains Color Photo Section, numerous photos and
illustrations!
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